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Iran’s Green Solution 

 Government Structure: 

1. Velayat Faghih: Currently one person is Valy, chosen by Majlis Khobregan (Committee of 
experts), No term limit. 
Suggestions: Valy must be a committee of 5 Ayatollah’s chosen by Majlis Khobregan from 
among Ayatollahs for 5 year period, each person will have 10 years term limit. This 
committee will approve all laws passed by Congress to make sure the law is compatible with 
Quran and Islam. Suggested first group: Rafsan Joni, Sanae, Khamanei, etc. 

2. Congress: Representative must be elected every two years each 200,000 people will have 
one representative or total of 350 representatives. Congress people also must have a 10 year 
term limit. Minorities must have their own representative, too like Jews, Christians, Baha’i, 
Kord, etc. 

3. Maglis Khobragan (Senate-70 members) each one million people will choose one senator, 
for 4 years with 12 years term limit. Senate will choose the 5 members of Velayat 
Committee. 

4. President: will be elected every 4 years with 8 year term limit. People will vote for president 
and congress. President will elect vice president and cabinet. 

5. Independent Judicial System: We must form a supreme court with nine members each one 
elected for life time by president and confirmed by senate. 

Revolution of 1978 in Iran was to establish: Freedom, Independence, and Islamic Republic. 

FREEDOM: We must have freedom of the press, freedom of speech, freedom of gathering and 
demonstration. We should free all political prisoners now. We must have reconciliation 
discussion now. If we pass this stage and we continue jailing the people who peacefully disagree 
with us, we will reach the point that reforms become impossible and we will have only 2 options: 
Bad, which is revolution and worse which is civil war. Please choose non violence reform. Now 
that is the best for everyone that is what Mahdi (SA) wants for Iran. 

INDEPENDENCE: Iran has kept their independence in the last 30 years but gone overboard by 
cutting relation with the West. Iran must look at India, biggest democracy in the world. Has good 
relation with China, Russia, Europe, and U.S. and even Israel. We must stop saying death to this 
country or other country. We must conduct our foreign policy more maturely and more 
reasonable. Based on dialogue between civilizations Iran was super power not to long ago.  We 
must consider Iran as a spiritual super power now, and we must look ahead like one. We must 
behave in a way that every one would say Iran is an example of Good Islamic government. Now 
this title belongs to Malesia, let us learn from them what is Islamic and what is not. 
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ISLAMIC REPUBLIC: We were supposed to be the role model for democracy under God, a 
country that is democratic with civil society and also alcohol and gambling is illegal. A Society 
that the press is free but nudity is haram, a country that all Muslims of the world wish to have.   
People wanted a government like the time of prophet (PBUH) or during Ali (SA) time.  Please 
remember Imam Ali (SA) advice to Malek Ashtar, Governor of Egypt. People are either your 
brother in Islam or your equal in creations do not use your power to do injustice to anyone. 
Islamic Government is either like Ali (SA) or like Yazid (LA). History will decide, but for 
millions of people who demonstrated for green reform and for supporters of Mosavi,  Khatami 
and others current government is not just and fair and they say “ Hokamat Alivar Inhame                
bi-Edalati”. 

SOLUTION:  

1. Free all political prisoners now, let them go to their family tonight, observe human rights rule 
of United Nations. 

2. Free all news papers, radios, T.V. even from U.S. and Europe. 

3. Allow all political parties to compete even supporters of Reza Pahlavi or other secular parties 
to participate in the next election. In 3 years what are you afraid of if they do not have popular 
support they will only obtain few seats on the parliament. 

4. Normalize relation with U.S. and Israel. 

5. You can always enrich uranium like Brazil or Israel if you are democratic and partners with 
the West. Find a smart way to accomplish your goals. 

6. Give a little more individual freedom to the youth; you do not have to force hejab for young 
females when Quran does not make it mandatory. Religion is beautiful when it is by choice and 
not by force. Ya Rosari, Ya Tosari practiced in Iran is not respectful or honorable. 

7. Please allow Jews, Christian, Sunni, Bahi, etc., to promote their religion. More spirituality is 
good for the country; we want Iran to be the moral leader for the world. Please remember no 
matter how harsh and force full you become you can never surpass Sadam and see what 
happened to Sadam and his family. Please think and take action today. 

8. Separation of Din and Dolat; most Iranians in the West support the idea of separation of 
church and state, but we know in Islam this separation is not possible. We must strive to achieve 
democracy under God, a civil society that president Khatami was promoting but he did not 
succeed. That is why we reached this period. When a society facing unrest has 3 choices:  1. 
Reform 2. Revolution and 3. Civil war, we support the first choice GREEN, NON-VIOLENT 
REFORM NOW. 


